Frequently Asked Questions:

Applying for WPI-State

Application Deadline: Monday, August 31st, 5 PM PST

1. Q: How has COVID-19 impacted WPI-State?

2. Q: What is the financial commitment? What kind of financial support does the WPI offer?

3. Q: I’m currently self-employed or unemployed. Am I eligible for WPI?

4. Q: I’m a college student. Am I eligible for WPI?

5. Q: Do you accept preformed teams?

6. Q: I’m interested in working on a very specific issue within your broad issue area. Should I apply for WPI?

7. Q: When do interviews for WPI-State take place?

8. Q: What’s the format of WPI-State interviews, what kind of questions do you ask, and how should I prepare?

9. Q: If I am not offered an interview, does that automatically mean that I will not be selected for the program?

10. Q: What can I do to strengthen my application for WPI-State?
1. Q: How has COVID-19 impacted WPI-State?

A: Like many organizations and programs, the WPI has had to make drastic changes to ensure the safety and health of our fellows. WPI-State has shifted to a virtual platform since mid-March of this year and will continue to be virtual until it is safe to gather in large groups. All of our retreats & webinars will be hosted on Zoom until further notice. Moreover, the pandemic has had a significant impact on policymaking at all levels, both in regards to the process and the landscape of what is possible. We anticipate that as the pandemic continues, we will see more shifts in priorities and the legislative process to adapt to current circumstances, which will require for WPI-State to be even more flexible.

2. Q: What is the financial commitment? What kind of financial support does the WPI offer?

A: The fellowship is offered free of charge. The Women’s Foundation of California is committed to eliminating all financial barriers to access and we raise approximately $20,000 for each fellow’s participation in the program. In a typical WPI year, we provide stipends and reimbursements for in person retreats if a fellow’s organization does not have available funding for travel and meals (which is the case for the majority of our fellows).

3. Q: I’m currently self-employed or unemployed. Am I eligible for WPI?

A: The short answer is that you are eligible to apply for WPI as long as 1) you are rooted in a community that will benefit (i.e., grow in its ability to do policy work) from your participation in the program and to which you are accountable, 2) you are connected to a non-profit or grassroots organization that endorses your participation, and 3) your employment status will remain the same throughout the WPI fellowship year.

The long answer is that our model is to invest in the capacity of organizations and communities, not individuals, for engaging in policy advocacy. We do this because
a) strong organizations and coalitions should be the driving forces behind public policy advocacy; b) we believe that more non-profit and community-based organizations should employ policy advocacy as one of their strategies for social change; and c) it would be impossible and impractical to attempt to train every single potential individual policy advocate in California, as our impact increases exponentially if our fellows are taking their training back to their organizations and communities.

Moreover, a change in employment status could impact your ability to stay in the WPI program (i.e., your new organization won’t allow you to stay in the program, you move out of state, etc.). If you do not plan to remain self-employed or you are actively looking for work during the WPI fellowship year, this might not be the right time to participate in WPI. Teams suffer when they lose a member halfway through the program, so it’s important for us to know with a fair degree of certainty that your employer is supportive of your participation and that you plan on being with that employer throughout the WPI year.

We know that COVID-19 has resulted in unpredictable employment for the majority of people in addition to a limited capacity for most individuals and their organizations. Ultimately, you know your own circumstances best, and you are the person who is best equipped to decide whether this is the right time for you to apply. If you choose to apply, please make sure to read the application instructions for a clearer understanding of the time commitment and expectations.

4. Q: I’m a college student. Am I eligible for WPI?

A: If you will graduate before or during the WPI-State fellowship year and are planning to search for and start a new job, please see the answer to question #3 above. Unless you are certain that your job will be supportive of your participation in WPI-State, this may not be the right time for you to apply.
If you will not be graduating before or during the WPI-State fellowship year, we encourage you to review the retreat and webinar dates and determine whether you will be able to miss class on those days. You may want to speak with an advisor or the chair of your department about whether they can support your full participation in the program, including missing classes and whether retreats fall too close to finals week, etc. If counting your participation in the program as an internship would help secure your time away from classes, please explore that option with your department. We are happy to be supportive of that approach in any way we can.

5. **Q: Do you accept preformed teams?**

A: If you are aware of other applicants in your issue area with whom you would like to be placed on a team if you are both accepted into the program, you will be given the opportunity in the application to list those individuals.

6. **Q: I’m interested in working on a very specific issue within your broad issue area. Should I apply for WPI?**

A: As a general rule, we look for applicants who hold deep issue area expertise and are also willing to work on an issue that might not be a priority for them or their organization/community, or an issue that might not be their primary interest. The reason for this is that our objective is not to get a policy win—it is to teach you the legislative process so that once you graduate, you will know what it takes to get a policy win and you can focus on your specific issue. For this reason, while we encourage teams to pick policy projects that are meaningful to them, we also encourage them to pick policy projects that are moveable, maintainable, and manageable for first-time advocates.

That said, we recognize that our issue areas are broad and that there are countless different subtopics and problems impacting our communities within those issue areas (for example, education as it relates to “Economic Security,”
or environmental justice as it relates to “Community Health”). If that’s the case for you, we strongly encourage you to urge as many other people within your field to apply as possible—that way, we are more likely to be able to put together a team of five people interested in working on that particular subtopic.

7. **Q:** When do interviews for WPI-State take place?

A: WPI-State interviews will take place in the first two weeks of September.

8. **Q:** What’s the format of WPI-State interviews, what kind of questions do you ask, and how should I prepare?

A: WPI-State interviews are conversational; don’t stress about this portion of the process! We ask questions that help us better understand your interests within the issue area under which you applied, your experience with policy advocacy, your reasons for wanting to participate in WPI-State, your organization’s relationship to policy advocacy, and the degree to which your organization supports your participation in the program. A good way to prepare is to review your Individual Narrative as well as the selection criteria and participant requirements.

9. **Q:** If I am not offered an interview, does that automatically mean that I will not be selected for the program?

A: No, we don’t necessarily interview everyone before selecting them for the program. Please continue to hold the retreat and webinar dates on your calendar until a final determination on your application is made.
**10. Q: What can I do to strengthen my application for WPI-State?**

A: First, please keep in mind that our final decisions are based both on individual merit and the overall “fit” of the five people who we have selected for a team. We often receive strong applications from leaders who we would love to admit to the program, but who are not a good fit in the year they applied due to the nature of their interests relative to the rest of the applicant pool, their having recently started a new job, their being in the process of looking for a new job, or other reasons.

Applicants who articulate clear personal and professional reasons for wanting to learn policy advocacy, make a strong case for organizational support, exhibit deep issue area expertise, and are rooted in the community they hope to serve are always strong candidates for the program. If you have any interest or experience working in other issue areas, please mention that in your application as well—we often consider applicants for teams in issue areas other than the one under which they applied. Good luck!